TRANSFORM
ORACLE E-BUSINESS SUITE
TO CLOUD IN 50 DAYS

Future Proof with Capgemini 50/50
on Oracle Cloud
Reducing TCO and providing a supported platform for growth are common challenges for businesses adopting a cloud first
strategy. For enterprises using E-Business Suite, evaluating a migration to SaaS will surface some additional considerations:
• Mature business processes tightly coupled with the E-Business Suite implementation
• Critical E-Business Suite customisations which are not delivered in standard SaaS
• Significant investment required to continue hosting and refreshing hardware to retain E-Business Suite

Capgemini 50/50 meets these challenges by preserving critical business processes and allowing you to continue to leverage
your investment in E-Business Suite whilst reducing TCO through migration to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). With E-Business
Suite supported beyond 2030, Capgemini 50/50 enables your business with:
• Reduced CapEx for your solution
• Reduced OpEx for your applications
• Zero mandatory business changes
• An innovation platform for strategic business goals
• Improved resilience, availability and performance
• Elimination of future platform refreshes

Take the Capgemini 50/50 challenge and we will help you:
• Reduce your E-Business Suite deployment effort by at least 50%
• Realise a production ready environment in as little as 50 days
• Unlock value for innovations such as Robotic Process Automation to address strategic business goals, unlocking further value
and enabling a continuous cycle of innovation
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Transform Oracle E-Business Suite to Cloud in 50 days

IT Spend

Figure 1: Leave tactical refreshes behind, and unlock investment for strategic business improvement
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As an Oracle Platinum Cloud Premier Partner with over 13,000 Oracle Cloud professionals globally, Capgemini has the pedigree
to safely guide your cloud journey using our Capgemini 50/50 approach and its native accelerators:
• OCI reference architectures for different resilience and availability demands
• Oracle E-Business Suite Cloud Manager tooling
• Ancillary solution components enabled using Capgemini Infrastructure DevOps capabilities
• Push-button provisioning which slashes environment lead time from days or weeks to just minutes
• Toggling of environments on and off at will, paying only for what you use
• OOTB data encryption
• A robust delivery method with strong governance and quality reviews
The result is an approach which can deliver a production solution in as little as 50 days.
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Figure 2: Typical Delivery Overview
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Accredited, modern and cost-effective solutions
With data centres in the EEA and the UK, secure network access, the most modern infrastructure of any Public Cloud and Oracle
Linux kernels tuned for Oracle workloads, OCI allows our architects to deliver availability, resilience, privacy, assurance and data
jurisdiction tailored to meet any customer requirement. Furthermore, with E-Business Suite on OCI your solution is fully
certified by Oracle from top to bottom. This is an assurance that no other Public Cloud vendor can offer.

OCI offers Oracle database and other technologies as PaaS, so you can divest yourself of Oracle Support & Maintenance
Agreements for Database Server and run it as a service instead. Alternatively, migrate to cloud using a Bring-Your-Own-Licence
(BYOL) model. Unlike all other public clouds, on OCI you can use the Core Processor Licence Multiplier, halving the Support and
Maintenance costs of running the solution in other public clouds. With Oracle’s High-Performance database option, the five
year run cost can be 70% cheaper than other leading public clouds.

OCI has a growing raft of assurances and accreditations including –
• UK Government Cloud availability domains building out through 2019
• ISO27001:2013 & HMG Cloud Security Principles alignment (assertion level 3)
• UK Cyber Essentials
• UK G-Cloud (Q1 2019)
• UK NHS IG Toolkit – (Q1 2019)
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Transform Oracle E-Business Suite to Cloud in 50 days

Table 1 – Five Year Run Cost Other Cloud v OCI* Talk to Capgemini about Capgemini 50/50 and set your enterprise on a path to
innovation and cost saving through to 2030.

Product

Other Cloud

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

Database Server

€168.78k

€40.74k

Server

€13.96k

€2.38k

Partitioning Option

€41.90k

Free

Multitenant Option

€62.85k

Free

Active Dataguard

€41.90k

€40.74k

Total*

€329.41k

€87.3k

Figure 3: Capgemini 50/50 pathways to cloud
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About
Capgemini
Capgemini is a global leader in partnering with companies to transform and manage their
business by harnessing the power of technology. The Group is guided everyday by its purpose
of unleashing human energy through technology for an inclusive and sustainable future. It is
a responsible and diverse organization of 325,000 team members in more than 50 countries.
With its strong 55-year heritage and deep industry expertise, Capgemini is trusted by its
clients to address the entire breadth of their business needs, from strategy and design to
operations, fuelled by the fast evolving and innovative world of cloud, data, AI, connectivity,
software, digital engineering and platforms. The Group reported in 2021 global revenues
of €18 billion.
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